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One collector's massive library of 83,000 magazines dating back to the 1700s, recently curated in the exhibit "Magazines and the American Experience," shows how, in the pre-internet age, magazines ...
The lore of magazines as a window on the world
Bugatti has begun testing La Voiture Noire, which is one of the most expensive new cars ever sold. Take a look.
This new Bugatti sold for $19 million: photos
It is more than a little surprising that enlightened modern-day liberals, who have supposedly declared war on every inherited cultural assumption, would celebrate this obvious revival of the great man ...
The Man Who Loved Presidents
The minor league baseball team was a mixture of Major League castoffs and wannabes with a few Ohio sandlot players sprinkled into the roster.
The Monday After: Remembering the Canton Terriers baseball era
The index of volume 1 alone runs to fifty pages in triple columns ... King Edward VIII, who came to dinner in June 1936, “the very peak, the summit, I suppose of social superiority.” Heffer as editor ...
A Snob’s Progress
The Permanent Family Record SIS (“BIG EEK’s spinster sister”) writes: “Subject: A family affair. “When the Second World War ended and fuel restrictions lifted, war-weary ...
Sunday Bulletin Board: On the postwar road: ‘Tourist Rooms to Let — Reasonable Rates.’ (Axe murderer not included.)
Corrugated Tin Facade / Tin Building, Moundville, Alabama, Walker Evans, 1936. (Photo by Sepia Times ... they took them themselves: A wonderful volume is waiting to be done which would describe ...
The Anti-Nostalgia of Walker Evans
1936 in Lebanon, Missouri ... like a dance that’s twisting and turning. Every volume, space, and terrace become a part of a single continuity flowing like beads dancing along the necklace.
"I Wanted to Dance Here!": In Conversation with Antoine Predock about Bahías, a Community of 13 Houses in Costa Rica
The 1963 Packers' Bishop's Charities Game program included a picture of the 1936 team under a headline that read, "Packers Were Champs in Basketball, Too." In 1938, the Packers lost 36-35 to the ...
Who is the mystery man in Packers 1970 team photo?
Although the headquarters has been located in the Bay Area for decades, See’s didn’t expand north until 1936. But take heart ... prices and discounts for volume purchases, according to ...
See’s Candies at 100: How Mary See and family created a California classic
Well, the simplest thing we can look at is density. If our Universe is filled with “stuff,” then as the Universe expands, its volume increases. We normally think about matter as the “stuff ...
As The Universe Expands, Does Space Actually Stretch?
CX.AI technology helps to massively reduce ticket and call volume to the human customer experience ... which have been in business since 1936 and 1937, respectively. Let's look at some of the ...
Lemonade Weathers A Raging Storm
Technical Analysis (TA) is a broader subject that involves studying patterns in price, volume, and other factors ... a company has grown manifold since 1936, and humans are struggling to beat ...
AI, machine learning help investors gain ‘edge’ while investing
The period of bereavement over, my father returned to Banera to begin preparing for the English language examination that was to take place in Udaipur in March 1936. Preparations done, he along ...
Two journeys, a generation apart
Assuming there’s not some sort of volume discount. The Black Car (literally ... It’s built into a one-off body designed as a tribute to the 1936 Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic, which was ...
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